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Accomplishments for FY 2021 

1. Award Winners: Assistant Professor Abigail Stone was awarded the Outstanding University 
Teaching Award (Teaching Initiative Award), Associate Professor Kathryn Sampeck was 
awarded the Outstanding College Researcher Award and was also selected as the Senior 
Faculty Nominee from ISU for the Carnegie Fellowship, Distinguished Professor Sue 
Sprecher was the recipient of the Shaw Teaching Fellowship, and Professor Maura Toro- 
Morn was name a CAS Distinguished Lecturer for 2020-2021 and was also the CAS nominee 
for the Outstanding University Research Award. 

 
2. SOA remains one of the top performers in credit hours per TT, generating the second highest 

number of credit hours in the College of Arts and Sciences (16,274) which is an increase of 
nearly 3,000 hours from the previous year (13,553). We also have the highest credit hour 
generation per tenure-track faculty member (678) in 2020, an increase from 616 in 2019. 
Over the past five years our tenure track faculty have generated an average of 604 credit 
hours per faculty member, which is the highest in the college and an increase from the 
previous year at 584. 

 
3. The Department finalized and adopted a new Strategic Plan in April, 2020. Emphasis was 

placed on diversity and inclusion, along with student and faculty success objectives. 
 
4. The Sociology program successfully implemented a revised curriculum to reduce the overall 

credit hours, eliminated a required course that was becoming problematic for many students 
(SOC 206 became SOC 200 and it is now an elective), and generally re-structured the 
curriculum to be more responsive to the changing needs of our students. 

 
5. Faculty had a total of 60 creative works in 2020. They published one edited volume, 17 peer 

reviewed articles, and 22 book chapters. Of these, 3 articles were published with students 
and 3 with international collaborators. They also had 11 professional presentations, and of 
those, 2 had student co-authors. As is to be expected, scholarship productivity was 
significantly impacted by the pandemic, most notably the conference presentations. 

 
 
 

Major Objectives and Outcomes for FY21 

Objective #1: Recruit Diverse Faculty 

Strategic Plan Alignment: EEC Goal I.B, II.A, III.A, IV.A, CAS Focus 1. 

Rationale: The department has come up with two job proposals, which fit our strategic plan, 
addresses with retirements, and helps us maintain our curriculum and GenEd instruction. We 



have been hit hard with six recent retirements yet we continue to generate strong FTE for the 
College. In 2020 tenure track faculty generated the second highest number of credit hours in the 
College of Arts and Sciences (16,274), which is an increase of nearly 3,000 hours from the 
previous year (13,553). 

The reason why we routinely generate so many credit hours at a low cost is that our tenure-track 
faculty have always been committed to teaching Gen-Ed courses. This is a philosophical decision 
made long ago, which our faculty embrace but not without sacrifice to other aspects of their 
careers. 

Six faculty have retired in the past few years (Sociologist Tom Gerschick, Sociologist Virginia 
Gill, Sociologist Anne Wortham, Anthropologist Maria Smith, Anthropologist Fred Smith, and 
Anthropologist Jim Skibo). In addition, two more Sociology faculty are retiring at the end of 
2021 and 2022. This puts our total number of tenure-track faculty at 23, which is the lowest it 
has been in the past 6 years. 

Individuals hired into the two positions listed below would be expected to carry on this tradition 
of teaching general education courses. They also will help us to recruit more majors by focusing 
on topics that are proven to be of great interest to students as well as supportive of the core 
values of the Educate Elevate Connect strategic plan. 

Race and Ethnicity (SOC). In support of ISU’s core value of Diversity and Inclusion, we 
request a TT Sociologist whose research critically engages the lived realities of race and ethnicity. 
This hire is not only timely, but imperative, especially as ISU’s student body becomes more 
diverse, both racially and ethnically. This new hire proposal would also support efforts to enhance 
diversity of faculty, staff, and student populations across the inclusion spectrum and advance 
learning experiences that help faculty, staff, and students succeed in a multiracial society (EEC 
III.A, C). It further illustrates our support for critical activities such as the President’s Diversity 
and Inclusion Council and the new Multicutural Center. This hire would allow our department to 
fill a growing demand for courses that will increase our major enrollment and also meet increasing 
General Education demands. 

 
Museum Studies (ANT). To further enhance our teaching and research programs and 

deepen engagement with the local community and beyond (EEC II; IV), the Anthropology 
Program requests a TT hire in Anthropology and Museum Studies. The Anthropology Program 
at Illinois has regularly offered a Museum Studies course and currently maintains the Ethnology 
Teaching Collection (ETC), housed in Schroeder Hall. The ETC is an invaluable teaching 
laboratory for our students but we currently have no faculty member to manage this resource and 
lead the students in their work with the collections. Our enrollments continue to grow, with a 
historically high number of Anthropology undergrads (73) and grads (18+) in 2019. We 
envision this hire as the first step to a potential Museum Studies concentration or Certificate for 
students in Sociology and Anthropology. It will also support a potential Graduate Certificate 
program in History and we have been engaged in discussions with History about the creation of 
this future Certificate. Finally, this position enhances our program’s strong record of enduring 
collaboration and partnership with numerous on and off-campus partners. This proposed 
position would build on these relationships while creating new research and internship 
opportunities for students with agencies and museums nationwide. 



Requested Funding: 

#1 Race and Ethnicity: Annual Salary ($63,002), start-up (4,000) 

#2 Museum Studies: Annual Salary ($63,002), start-up ($4,000) 

 
Progress: We did not receive any funding/approval for these positions and will submit them 
again for FY22. 

 
 
Objective #2: Cluster Hire Initiative with Latin America/Latina/o Studies 

Strategic Plan Alignment: EEC Goal III.A, C. 

Lingiustic/Cultural Anthropologist (SOA/LALS): We are requesting a joint-hire 
between the Anthropology Program (Department of Sociology and Anthropology) and the Latin 
American and Latina/o Studies (LALS) Program for a Cultural or Linguistic Anthropologist 
specializing in Latin America or Latinx Studies (EEC III.A, C). We have a historically high 
number of Anthropology undergrads (73) and grads (18+) and many are specifically interested in 
in Latin America/Latino Studies. The LALS minors are also at an all-time high of 48, and 
projected to continue to increase. The joint hire would add to a regional specialty/ strength 
within the Anthropology Program. The program is currently understaffed; current faculty can 
rarely teach electives specific to the region because they hold administrative appointments (ie: 
Gina Hunter has a .50 FTE buyout for OSR) and other program commitments. A 
cultural/linguistic anthropology hire will address the growing undergraduate (current enrollment 
is higher than it has been in ten years) and graduate program needs, including a new accelerated 
MA sequence. This hire could help expand the curriculum toward a new joint MA program in 
Spanish and Anthropology. The potential impact is significant since it will strengthen the 
undergraduate curriculum in both LALS and Anthropology and place our department in a strong 
position to contribute to the current general education program. 

 
Requested Funding: Linguistic/Cultural Anthropologist: Annual Salary ($63,002), start-up 
(4,000) 

Progress: We did not receive any funding/approval for this positions and will submit this again 
for FY22. 

 
 
Objective #3: Additional Graduate Assistantships 

Strategic Plan Alignment: EEC Goal IA; IIB and C; and IVC. 

Rationale: We continue to face challenges in providing support to our large Gen Ed classes that 
routinely enroll between 200-300 students. We have been unable to offer as many sections as we 
would like due to lack of GA support. We also have experienced a significant growth in both 
Graduate programs, with Sociology and Anthropology seeing a 100% increase in the new 
cohorts for FY20 (SOC = 12; ANT = 11). However, many students who were admitted did not 
attend due to lack of funding. Adding Graduate Assistance funding will allow us to increase our 



Graduate enrollments while also enabling the Department to offer additional General Education 
sections of popular courses that are needed to meet the rising demands for the incoming 
Freshmen cohorts. 

Requested Funding: $27,162 for three GA positions to support Gen Ed classes. 

Progress: This was not funded and we will submit this request again in FY22. 
 
 
Objective #4: Increase Recruitment and Retention of Majors 

Strategic Plan Alignment: EEC I.A., III.A., CAS Focus 1, Goal 1.1. 

Rationale: Enrollment in Sociology has had a significant one-year decline in the previous year, 
while enrollment in Anthropology has remained fairly steady/consistent. The Sociology program 
recently completed a process that revised and updated the curriculum, including a reduction in 
total credit hours and the removal of a ‘gatekeeper’ course. The Anthropology program revised 
their curriculum in the previous year and is now at a 10 year high for enrollments. Beyond 
curriculum reform, both programs would benefit from a careful review and revision to our 
marketing and promotion materials to better engage future students and help them to see the 
value of these degrees to their career goals beyond ISU. As we continue to see the changing 
nature of our current and future students, it is imperative that we adjust our marketing and 
recruitment tools to reflect these changes.  We plan to incorporate more innovative promotion 
and recruitment material using new mediums (ie: social media) that will better connect with our 
changing student body. We also plan to develop a more targeted and strategic outreach program 
to recruit potential students at both the High School and Community College level. 

Requested Funding: $1,500 for travel and marketing materials. 

Progress: We did not receive the requested funding. However, we are using RERIP funds to 
create two new recruitment videos with assistance from UMC. We are also using RERIP funds 
to fund two Graduate Teaching Assistants who will serve as Writing Mentors to our 
undergraduate majors. 

 
 
Objective #5: Maintain/Increase Study Abroad Participation 

Strategic Plan Alignment: EEC Goal II.A., III. C., IV. B. C., CAS Focus 1, Goal 1.1. 

Rationale: As noted previously, our department has long been an advocate for internationalizing 
our campus, and increasing our study abroad participation is a positive step toward that goal. 
This has also been an important goal for both CAS and our University. 

Requested Funding: None. Our objective is to increase participation and utilization of these 
resources by students while also increasing the base funds through development activities and 
collaboration with the alumni board. This is a priority activity in our new Strategic Plan. 

Progress: Due to the emergence of the pandemic, we have been unable to increase our study 
abroad programs and at this time, they have been all canceled. When it is safe to do so we will 
resume these efforts. 



Internal Reallocation and Reorganization in FY21 

Department: SOA 
 

FY 21 Variance - SOA 
 
FY21 Temp Variance 

 

Beck, STV Center Course Buyout (Director Duties) 10000 
Beck Grant Buyout (.25 FTE) 19066 

Hunter buyout from OSRI (.50 FTE - Fall 2020 = $19,235.25) (.50 
FTE - Spring 2021 = $19,235.25) 

 
38470.5 

TOTAL TEMP VARIANCE 67536.5 
RERIP 17000 
TOTAL 84536.5 
FY20 SBC  
Computer re-cap 6000 
Instruction Overload (Sampeck) 6500 
EDEP + moving allowance (Suwandi) 5000 
Unused Travel 9547 
SUBTOTAL 27047 
URSP Funds (Sampeck, A. Stone, Hunter) 6373.72 
GR Funds (Personnel and Operating) 21225.93 
SUBTOTAL 27599.65 
TOTAL SBC 54646.65 

  
TOTAL FY21 SBC + Variance 139183.15 
CAS FY21 Travel ($600x26) 15600 
TOTAL Variance SBC CAS Travel 154783.15 

  

Expenses  

Instruction  

Sullivan Overload (Grad Theory) 6500 

URSP Funds 6373.72 
K. Driscoll (2 anth courses for Gina, $5091 per course) 10183.5 
Sampeck Overload (ANT 386) 6500 
Coordinator Summer Salary ($3500x3) 10500 



Beck STV Cost-share Buyout 4500 
Dougherty Summer Salary Promotion shortage 500 
Recruitment/Retention/Strategic Planning  
EDEP - Suwandi 5000 

RERIP funds for recruitment videos (UMC) 1000 
Professional Development  
SOA Writing Workshops 0 

Alpha Kappa Delta Student Fee (20x$50) 1000 
Lambda Alpha Anth Student Fee (23x25) 575 
Sampeck Native American Speaker 200 
Graduate Pens 0 
SOA Ambassadors Face coverings 98 
SOA Ambassador Polo Shirts 90 
Holiday Cards for Donors/Alumni 278 
MISC  
Computer recap 6372 

Subtotal 59670.22 
  

Holdback CAS Travel 5543 
Holdback GR Funds SBC 21225.03 
Holdback Unused Travel (FY20) 9216.97 
Telecomm 500 
Subtotal 36485 

  
FY21 Variance Balance 58627.93 

  
  

 
 
Permanent Variance: 0 

College: 

Tech Tuition: 0 

Permanent Funding: 0 

Temporary Funding: 15,600 (travel) 

Provost: 



Foundation (Unrestricted): 

Anticipated Strategic Budget Carryover (FY22): $57,000 
 
 
Major Objectives for FY22 

*Due to the pandemic and the fact that we had no hires in FY21, many of our objectives 
remain the same as they were from the previous year. 

Objective #1: Recruit Diverse Faculty 

Strategic Plan Alignment: EEC Goal I.B, II.A, III.A, IV.A; CAS Focus 1; SOA Goal 2, 2.2 

Rationale: The department has come up with two job proposals, which fit our strategic plan, 
addresses with retirements, and helps us maintain our curriculum and GenEd instruction. We 
have been hit hard with five recent retirements yet we continue to generate strong FTE for the 
College. In 2019 tenure track faculty generated 13,553 total credit hours, which is second only 
to Psychology, which has four more faculty. In addition, we are the third lowest cost per credit 
hour in the College of Arts and Sciences at $99.64. 

The reason why we routinely generate so many credit hours is that our tenure-track faculty have 
always been committed to teaching Gen-Ed courses. This is a philosophical decision made long 
ago, which our faculty embrace but not without sacrifice to other aspects of their careers. 

Six faculty have retired in the past few years (Sociologist Tom Gerschick, Sociologist Virginia 
Gill, Sociologist Anne Wortham, Anthropologist Maria Smith, Anthropologist Fred Smith, and 
Anthropologist Jim Skibo). In addition, we had an unexpected departure of a junior faculty 
member after only one year (Sociologist Jeff Stokes). This puts our total number of tenure-track 
faculty at 24, which is the lowest it has been in the past 6 years. 

Individuals hired into the two positions listed below would be expected to carry on this tradition 
of teaching general education courses. They also will help us to recruit more majors by focusing 
on topics that are proven to be of great interest to students as well as supportive of the core 
values of the Educate Elevate Connect strategic plan. 

Race and Ethnicity (SOC). In support of ISU’s core value of Diversity and Inclusion, we 
request a TT Sociologist whose research critically engages the lived realities of race. This hire is 
not only timely, but imperative, especially as ISU’s student body becomes more diverse, both 
racially and ethnically. This is a core area of teaching and scholarship within Sociology and recent 
retirements have left us deficient in this critical area of expertise and content. This new hire 
proposal would also support efforts to enhance diversity of faculty, staff, and student populations 
across the inclusion spectrum and advance learning experiences that help faculty, staff, and 
students succeed in a multiracial society (EEC III.A, C). This hire would allow our department to 
fill a growing demand for courses that will increase our major enrollment and also meet increasing 
General Education demands. This hire will also help to address some of the concerns raised by the 
Black students on our campus in recent months, adding to our ability to address issues of diversity 
and inclusion and engaging our students in those critical conversations. Finally, this hire 



would support several growing interdisciplinary minors, including Latin American and Latino 
Studies, African American Studies, and Ethnic Studies. 

 
Museum Studies (ANT). To further enhance our teaching and research programs and 

deepen engagement with the local community and beyond (EEC II; IV), the Anthropology 
Program requests a TT hire in Anthropology and Museum Studies. The Anthropology Program 
at Illinois has regularly offered a Museum Studies course and currently maintains the Ethnology 
Teaching Collection (ETC), housed in Schroeder Hall. The ETC is an invaluable teaching 
laboratory for our students but we currently have no faculty member to manage this resource and 
lead the students in their work with the collections. Our enrollments continue to grow, with a 
historically high number of Anthropology undergrads (73) and grads (18+) in 2019, and those 
numbers are similar in 2020. We envision this hire as the first step to a potential Museum 
Studies concentration or Certificate for students in Sociology and Anthropology. It will also 
support a potential Graduate Certificate program in History and we have been engaged in 
discussions with History about the creation of this future Certificate. Finally, this position 
enhances our program’s strong record of enduring collaboration and partnership with numerous 
on and off-campus partners. This proposed position would build on these relationships while 
creating new research and internship opportunities for students with agencies and museums 
nationwide. 

 
Requested Funding: 

#1 Race and Ethnicity: Annual Salary ($64,002), start-up (4,000) 

#2 Museum Studies: Annual Salary ($64,002), start-up ($4,000) 

 
Objective #2: Cluster Hire Initiative with Latin America/Latina/o Studies 

Strategic Plan Alignment: EEC Goal III.A, C; SOA Goal 2, 2.2, 

Lingiustic/Cultural Anthropologist (SOA/LALS): We are requesting a joint-hire 
between the Anthropology Program (Department of Sociology and Anthropology) and the Latin 
American and Latina/o Studies (LALS) Program for a Cultural or Linguistic Anthropologist 
specializing in Latin America or Latinx Studies (EEC III.A, C). We have a historically high 
number of Anthropology undergrads (73) and grads (18+) and many are specifically interested in 
in Latin America/Latino Studies. The LALS minors are also at an all-time high of 48, and 
projected to continue to increase. The joint hire would add to a regional specialty/ strength 
within the Anthropology Program. The program is currently understaffed; current faculty can 
rarely teach electives specific to the region because they hold administrative appointments (ie: 
Gina Hunter has a .50 FTE buyout for OSR) and other program commitments. A 
cultural/linguistic anthropology hire will address the growing undergraduate (current enrollment 
is higher than it has been in ten years) and graduate program needs, including a new accelerated 
MA sequence. This hire could help expand the curriculum toward a new joint MA program in 
Spanish and Anthropology. The potential impact is significant since it will strengthen the 
undergraduate curriculum in both LALS and Anthropology and place our department in a strong 
position to contribute to the current general education program. 



Requested Funding: Linguistic/Cultural Anthropologist: Annual Salary ($64,002), start-up 
(4,000) 

 
 
Objective # 3: Increase Recruitment and Retention of Majors via Writing Mentors for our 
majors 

Strategic Plan Alignment: EEC I.A., III.A., CAS Focus 1, Goal 1.1; SOA Goal 1, 1.2 

These two 10-hour GAs will supplement the current two 10 hour GA positions that we are 
funding (one in each program) via RERIP funds for Fall 2021/Spring 2022. Our current RERIP 
funds do not provide sufficient funds to cover two 20 hour GA awards, thus this funding would 
bring each GA to a full 20-hour position. As part of our plan to innovate mechanisms to support 
student success (at both the undergraduate and graduate level) we are using RERIP funds to 
support two Writing Success Mentors, one for each program to provide program-specific 
mentoring. One graduate student from each program will receive a teaching GA position where 
they will serve as writing mentors to our undergraduates. In a review of students who fail out or 
struggle in the major, writing has been shown to be one of the biggest barriers to their success. 
These GAs will work with faculty in writing-intensive courses and courses with high DFW rates 
to assist students to help ensure their successful completion of the course, and continued 
enrollment in the program. In addition, students receiving a non-passing grade by mid-semester 
or a non-passing grade on written work will be required to meet with the GA Writing Mentor to 
receive directed assistance to improve their work and ultimately reduce DFW rates and improve 
overall retention in both programs. 

 
Requested Funding: $4618 each = $9,235 total 

 
Objective #4: Additional Graduate Assistantships 

Strategic Plan Alignment: EEC Goal IA; IIB and C; and IVC; SOA Goal 1, 1.1, 1.2 

Rationale: We continue to face challenges in providing support to our large Gen Ed classes that 
routinely enroll between 200-300 students. We have been unable to offer as many sections as we 
would like due to lack of GA support. We also have experienced a significant growth in both 
Graduate programs, with Sociology and Anthropology seeing a 100% increase in the new 
cohorts for FY20 (SOC = 12; ANT = 11). These numbers have persisted in FY21, even in the 
face of the pandemic. However, many students who were admitted did not attend due to lack of 
funding. Adding Graduate Assistance funding will allow us to increase our Graduate 
enrollments while also enabling the Department to offer additional General Education sections of 
popular courses that are needed to meet the rising demands for the incoming Freshmen cohorts. 

Requested Funding: $27,705 for three GA positions (one SOC; two ANTH) to support Gen Ed 
classes. 



Objective #5: Increase Recruitment and Retention of Majors via an innovative 
Concentration 

Strategic Plan Alignment: EEC I.A., III.A., CAS Focus 1, Goal 1.1. SOA Goal 1, 1.1, 1.2, 1.3, 
1.5 

Rationale: Enrollment in Sociology declined in 2019 and has been slowly rebounding due to 
changes to the curriculum, revised marketing and promotion efforts, and an overall emphasis on 
student retention and success. Enrollment in Anthropology has remained fairly 
steady/consistent. As a result of discussions that began in our Department Retreat in 2019, the 
Sociology and Anthropology programs are working to create a new and innovative 
Concentration in Social Analytics. The broader context for this initiative is our desire to 1) 
attract more majors to our department, 2) respond to students’ desire to orient their work in our 
department toward application of knowledge, in settings and processes that are not confined to 
academic social science, 3) more fully integrate teaching and research expertise within our joint 
department, 4) capitalize on recent developments campus-wide, promoting civic engagement and 
efforts linking campus and community, in symbiotic ways, and 5) more strongly link our 
curriculum to external, labor market demands and opportunities—while remaining true to the 
intellectual pedagogical, and moral commitments that are rooted in our respective disciplines. 

 
The Concentration in Social Analytics would bridge some gaps for our students, integrating data 
analytics with critical insight into historical, political, social, economic, or behavioral contexts. 
At the same time, as electronic technology allows for ever-more data collection and as analytic 
tools increase in sophistication, more segments of the labor market are seeking to capitalize on 
the so-called “data revolution” to increase our understanding of human societies and social 
interactions. This major will train students to work in a variety of sectors, bringing skills that 
emphasize the integration of social scientific, statistical, and visual analytic approaches to the 
analysis of large or complex data that arises from human interaction that spans global and 
cultural boundaries. If the Concentration emerges as successful, a future goal would be to create 
a distinct and separate major within the Department. 

We are also working with UMC (and using RERIP funds) to develop several recruitment videos 
that will target two key populations: 1) High School/Community College Transfer Students; 2) 
Existing ISU students. 

Requested Funding: $1,500 for travel and marketing materials. 
 
 
Objective #6: Maintain/Increase Study Abroad Participation 

Strategic Plan Alignment: EEC Goal II.A., III. C., IV. B. C., CAS Focus 1, Goal 1.1.; SOA Goal 
1, 1.4 

Rationale: As noted previously, our department has long been an advocate for internationalizing 
our campus, and increasing our study abroad participation is a positive step toward that goal. 
This has also been an important goal for both CAS and our University. 



Requested Funding: None. Our objective is to increase participation and utilization of these 
resources by students while also increasing the base funds through development activities and 
collaboration with the alumni board. This is a priority activity in our new Strategic Plan. 
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